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Abstract 1 

As mid-latitude cyclones pass over a coastal mountain range, the processes producing 2 

their clouds and precipitation are modified, leading to considerable spatial variability in 3 

precipitation amount and composition. Statistical diagrams of airborne precipitation radar 4 

transects, surface precipitation measurements, and particle size distributions are examined from 5 

nine cases observed during the Olympic Mountains Experiment (OLYMPEX). Although the 6 

pattern of windward enhancement and leeside diminishment of precipitation was omnipresent, 7 

the degree of modulation was largely controlled by the synoptic environment associated with the 8 

prefrontal, warm, and postfrontal sectors of mid-latitude cyclones. Prefrontal sectors contained 9 

homogeneous stratiform precipitation with a slightly enhanced ice layer on the windward slopes 10 

and rapid diminishment to a near-complete rain shadow in the lee. Warm sectors contained deep, 11 

intense enhancement over both the windward slopes and high terrain and less prominent rain 12 

shadows owing to downstream spillover of ice particles generated over terrain. Surface particle-13 

size distributions in the warm sector contained a broad spectrum of sizes and concentrations of 14 

raindrops on the lower windward side where high precipitation rates were achieved from varying 15 

degrees of both liquid and ice precipitation-generating processes. Spillover precipitation was 16 

rather homogeneous in nature and lacked the undulations in particle size and concentration that 17 

occurred at the windward sites. Postfrontal precipitation transitioned from isolated convective 18 

cells over ocean to a shallow, mixed convective-stratiform composition with broader coverage 19 

and greater precipitation rates over the sloping terrain.  20 

 21 
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1. Introduction 22 

Precipitation over midlatitude west coastal mountain ranges is usually associated with 23 

baroclinic frontal cyclones containing distinct cloud patterns, which are modified during passage 24 

over complex terrain (Nagle and Serebreny 1962; Medina et al. 2007). Observations from 25 

numerous past field programs have characterized the complex ways in which warm processes 26 

(condensation/collision–coalescence) and cold processes (riming, accretion, and aggregation) 27 

contribute to the modification of precipitation processes over west coastal mountains (e.g., 28 

Anders et al. 2007, Hobbs et al. 1971; Houze et al. 1976; Hobbs 1978; Matejka et al. 1980; Bond 29 

et al. 1997; Ralph et al. 1999; Stoelinga et al. 2003; Houze and Medina 2005; Medina et al. 2007; 30 

Minder et al. 2008, Barrett et al. 2009; Viale et al. 2013; Massmann et al. 2017; Zagrodnik et al. 31 

2018). Ground-based scanning radars have been especially valuable in determining the specific 32 

processes that lead to modification of precipitation but have tended to emphasize the windward 33 

side because of the hydrologic impacts caused by heavy precipitation. Models are able to 34 

simulate the diminishing precipitation over the high terrain and in regions of leeside descent (e.g. 35 

Colle 2004, Zängl 2005, Picard and Mass 2017). However, model accuracy is difficult to 36 

evaluate because of a dearth of observations of high terrain and leeside precipitation processes. 37 

Surface and radar observations made from ground sites near mountain ranges are often limited 38 

by inaccessibility, terrain blockage, and beam widening.  39 

In order to better understand the mechanisms controlling the precipitation across mid-40 

latitude coastal mountain ranges, the 2015-16 Olympic Mountains Experiment (OLYMPEX, 41 

Houze et al. 2017) deployed numerous observational resources across the windward, interior, 42 

and lee sides of the Olympic Mountains, where the climatological windward side experiences 43 

thousands of millimeters of precipitation and the lee side is very dry (Figure 1). In a recent study 44 
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using OLYMPEX data, Purnell and Kirshbaum (2018), hereafter PK18, used rain gauges and 45 

operational National Weather Service radars to show that orographic precipitation distributions 46 

are highly sensitive to the upstream static stability, horizontal moisture flux, and the presence of 47 

pre-existing precipitation associated with the large-scale synoptic storm sectors. McMurdie et al. 48 

(2018) found that when the large-scale conditions resembled warm sectors (moist-neutral 49 

upstream stability combined with high horizontal water vapor flux), the precipitating cloud over 50 

terrain was enhanced in the ice layer throughout the depth of the precipitating system. Zagrodnik 51 

et al. (2018) showed that the periods of heaviest rainfall on the windward slopes often contained 52 

large concentrations of small drops, suggesting that warm precipitation processes are dominant 53 

during the strongest terrain-induced enhancement. Based on quasi-idealized model simulations, 54 

PK18 argued that at least some pre-existing precipitation was required to fully realize the 55 

observed windward-side precipitation enhancement. However, it remains unclear how 56 

windward-side precipitation enhancement rates are controlled by the simultaneous variability of 57 

both warm and ice precipitation processes. 58 

Precipitation reaching the lee side can be modified by synoptic and dynamic mechanisms 59 

associated with frontal cyclones. Mass et al. (2015) and Siler et al. (2016) investigated the 60 

reasons for weak and strong rain shadows in the lee of the quasi-linear (two dimensional), north-61 

south oriented Washington Cascades. From a synoptic viewpoint, both studies showed that 62 

weaker rain shadows on the eastern slopes were favored in the prefrontal (warm frontal) periods 63 

of midlatitude cyclone passages, prior to the erosion of the preexisting stable air mass in the lee. 64 

Siler et al. (2016) found that weaker rain shadows were associated with muted lee wave activity, 65 

a consequence of low-level cold, stagnant air disfavoring descent in the lee. Mass et al. (2015) 66 

suggested a different mechanism for weak rain shadow scenarios: southeasterly upslope flow on 67 
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the eastern slopes induced by the approaching frontal trough. In contrast, PK18 found the 68 

strongest rain shadows in prefrontal periods over the circular, quasi-dome-shaped (three-69 

dimensional) Olympic Mountains due to strong leeside mountain-wave descent favored by a 70 

statically stable upstream environment. Cold, stagnant air in the lee of a dome-shaped mountain 71 

range is more easily eroded by low-level air flowing around the barrier (Mass and Ferber 1990, 72 

Colle and Mass 1996), possibly explaining the difference in leeside behavior in the two types of 73 

mountain ranges. In addition to dynamical effects, liquid and ice-phase microphysical growth 74 

rates may determine if particles grow fast enough to fall out on the windward site or are advected 75 

to the lee side (Hobbs et al. 1973). 76 

Surface disdrometer and airborne radar observations from OLYMPEX offer an 77 

opportunity to carefully examine the microphysical processes associated with the modification of 78 

precipitation over full transects of a coastal dome-shaped mountain range. These observations 79 

form the foundation of this study, which addresses the following two questions: 80 

1) What large-scale environmental and microphysical processes control the enhancement 81 

of precipitation on the windward side and the diminishment of precipitation on the high terrain 82 

and lee side of a three-dimensional coastal mountain range? 83 

2) How does the composition, size, and concentration of liquid and frozen precipitation 84 

particles vary as a function of the enhancement and diminishment characteristics?  85 
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2. Data 86 

This study uses several observational assets including precipitation rate and particle size 87 

distributions from ground-based instrumentation, and airborne radar data collected during nine 88 

separate flight missions during OLYMPEX (Petersen et al. 2018). Details of each of these 89 

platforms are described below.   90 

a) Airborne Precipitation and Cloud Radar Third Generation (APR-3) 91 

The onboard instruments of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 92 

DC-8 aircraft used in OLYMPEX simulated the measurements that are made aboard the GPM 93 

core satellite (Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017), including the Airborne Precipitation and Cloud 94 

Radar Third Generation (APR-3). The DC-8 flew at altitudes of 10–11 km with the APR-3 95 

obtaining measurements of reflectivity at Ku- (13.4 GHz), Ka- (35.6 GHz) and W- (94.9 GHz) 96 

bands. The antenna scanned cross-track ±25° with 30 m range sampling. The Ku-band radar 97 

reflectivity factor is used in this study as it is sufficient to capture the salient features of the storm 98 

structure and occurrence of precipitation. The footprint was approximately 0.8 km for a 10 km 99 

flight altitude. The sensitivity of the Ku-band is 0 dBZ at 5 km distance and the calibration 100 

uncertainty is ±1.5 dB. To mitigate the effects of aircraft roll, only the beam closest to nadir in 101 

each scan is used in this study. 102 

The original APR-3 data obtained from the Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAAC, 103 

Durden and Tanelli 2018) were further processed by first cleaning the data and removing all of 104 

the ground clutter while retaining as much near-surface data as possible. In the current version of 105 

the Ku reflectivity product, isolated spikes of 10-15 dBZ reflectivity within broader regions of 106 

weak reflectivity frequently affect low signal-to-noise (SNR) regions. A 2D gaussian filter with a 107 
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standard deviation of 1.5 bins (Randy Chase, personal communication 2018) effectively removed 108 

the speckling without degrading the reflectivity information, as seen in the example transects 109 

provided in section 3. We also removed all Ku data where the cleaner and more sensitive Ka-110 

band reflectivity was less than 0 dBZ.  111 

The surface clutter removal involves several steps. Over regions of steep terrain, the radar 112 

beam partially intersects the land surface, leading to considerable variation in the number of bins 113 

with clutter above the estimated surface height. When the radar bright band intersects with 114 

terrain, it often mimics the decrease in reflectivity with height associated with ground clutter. 115 

Because of these complicating factors, we first generated an a priori estimate of the lowest 116 

clutter-free bin in each APR-3 profile using a surface roughness parameter defined by the 117 

standard deviation of the top of strongest ground clutter (> 50 dBZ) associated with the ground 118 

surface over a 5-footprint moving range in the horizontal. Our algorithm then removes the region 119 

above the APR-3 surface flag with decreasing reflectivity with height (< -0.1 dB per bin) within 120 

the height window predicted by the surface roughness estimate. At least 10 bins (300 m) are 121 

removed from every profile with up to 20 bins (600 m) removed in steep mountainous terrain. 122 

Visual inspection of all flight legs confirms the effectiveness of this method at removing all 123 

clutter, although it does occasionally remove a few more bins than necessary to safely ensure that 124 

all surface clutter is removed.  125 

The accepted reflectivity data was compiled into two types of diagrams: Contoured 126 

Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFADs; Yuter and Houze 1995) and gridded maps of 127 

reflectivity height and coverage. The CFADs were constructed by binning the quality-controlled 128 

Ku reflectivity data into two-dimensional histograms of reflectivity from 0-50 dBZ in 1 dB 129 

intervals between heights above sea level of 1.5 and 8.0 km in 0.25 km intervals. Each CFAD is 130 
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normalized by the maximum bin at any level after correcting the sample size for terrain 131 

obstruction at lower levels. The terrain correction primarily affects the four lowest bins (1.5-2.5 132 

km) in the high terrain region, where the ground clutter obstructs 77%, 57%, 46%, and 16% of 133 

the sample, respectively. The resultant CFADs have values ranging from 0% to 100% at each 134 

0.25 km height interval. Difference CFADs were also generated by subtracting the ocean CFAD 135 

from the coast, windward, high terrain, and lee side CFADs. Compared with the normalization-136 

by-level methodology employed in McMurdie et al. (2018) where each height level is an 137 

independent sample, normalizing by the overall maximum bin allows for examination of the 138 

relative difference in frequency between various heights. The CFAD heights are relative to sea 139 

level and are not adjusted for bright band height. 140 

In addition to the CFADs, gridded maps of Ku 15 dBZ echo top height and frequency are 141 

included to supplement the CFADs by providing a more detailed spatial context of the average 142 

height and coverage of precipitating clouds using a threshold equivalent to the ~15 dBZ Ku 143 

minimum sensitivity of the Dual frequency Precipitation Radar onboard the GPM core satellite. 144 

The gridded maps were constructed in two steps. First, for each vertical profile from APR-3 145 

within a particular 0.2 longitude x 0.2° latitude box, it was determined whether there were Ku 146 

echoes greater than 15 dBZ anywhere within that profile. If maximum reflectivity was greater 147 

than 15 dBZ, then the highest 15 dBZ bin height was recorded. After all the vertical profiles 148 

were processed, the average height of the highest 15 dBZ echo and the percent coverage of 149 

vertical profiles containing at least one 15 dBZ echo were calculated for each 0.2° by 0.2° grid 150 

box. A one-sample t-test was also conducted on the average 15 dBZ echo top grid boxes to 151 

determine where the average 15 dBZ echo top height significantly differed from the mean echo 152 

top height at a 95% confidence level. Since the individual APR-3 profiles are not independent 153 
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samples, the average 15 dBZ echo top height from each flight leg (within a grid box) is used in 154 

the significance testing. 155 

b) Precipitation data 156 

i) Precipitation gauges 157 

 158 
Precipitation rate maps use a combination of OLYMPEX sites (Peterson et al. 2017a) and 159 

supplementary sources downloaded from the Mesowest archive (Horel et al. 2002). The 160 

OLYMPEX sites used pairs of co-located 20 cm or 30 cm diameter tipping buckets except for a 161 

high-elevation site which had a single Pluvio2-400 weighing bucket (Peterson et al. 2017b). 162 

Similar to Zagrodnik et al. (2018), the average of the two tipping buckets was used if the 163 

measurements were within 5% of each other. Otherwise the greater of the two buckets was used 164 

since malfunctions tended to reduce the number of tips. The supplementary sources include 165 

Automated Surface Observing Sites (ASOS), Remote Automated Weather Stations (RAWS), 166 

Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL), and Cooperative Observer Network (COOP). The Hurricane Ridge 167 

precipitation measurements are from a heated tipping bucket in a protected location maintained 168 

by the Northwest Avalanche Center (NWAC 2018). We carefully monitored and maintained all 169 

precipitation measurements in real time throughout OLYMPEX and any sites with missing data 170 

during the study period were excluded.  171 

ii) Disdrometers 172 

 173 
 Disdrometer measurements (Peterson et al. 2017c) were analyzed at the three sites 174 

displayed in Figure 1a and Figure 2. The Fishery site was located in the near-coastal lowlands 175 

approximately 30 km from the coast at an elevation of 52 m. The Prairie Creek site was on the 176 

first major windward ridge near Lake Quinault at an elevation of 542 m. The Hurricane Ridge 177 
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site was within the transition zone between the interior high terrain and lee side at an elevation of 178 

1603 m. The DC-8 flight patterns were configured to fly near or directly above all three sites. 179 

Table 1 shows the sample sizes and data quality statistics during the nine flights used in this 180 

study. The precipitation type was determined by the disdrometers. All rain was observed at 181 

Fishery and almost all rain at Prairie Creek except for ~15 minutes of mixed precipitation during 182 

three heavier showers on 13 December and a ~2.5 hour period of snow on 12 December. 183 

Hurricane Ridge recorded all snow during the three prefrontal and three postfrontal flights and 184 

all rain during the three warm sector flights.  185 

 Two different types of disdrometers were used in this study. All three sites had second 186 

generation Particle Size and Velocity 2 (PARSIVEL2) disdrometers. The PARSIVEL2 is a laser 187 

optical device that measures the size and fall velocity of hydrometeors passing through a 180 188 

mm x 30 mm x 1 mm sheet laser.  The raw output contains 32 size and velocity bins from 0.2 to 189 

25 mm diameter with a time resolution of 10 s. The PARSIVEL2 output assumes drops are 190 

falling straight down and corrects drops greater than 1 mm for oblateness. The Hurricane Ridge 191 

had a Particle Imaging Package (PIP) which is the successor of the Particle Video Imager 192 

(Newman et al. 2009). The PIP records high speed (380 frames per second) video of particles 193 

passing in front of a halogen lamp located 2 m downwind of the camera. The field of view is 48 194 

mm by 64 mm. The PIP processing software detects and tracks particles as they fall through the 195 

observing volume. The software estimates the particle equivalent diameter (Deq) by drawing a 196 

bounding box around the shadowed particle at each frame and fitting an ellipse around the 197 

particle within the bounding box. The equivalent diameter is the largest value of the major axis 198 

of the ellipse observed at any time that the particle is in the instrument field of view. The PIP 199 

instrument design is further described in Newman et al. (2009) and additional details and 200 
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nuances of the detection software are found in von Lerber et al. (2017, 2018). The processed 201 

output contains 120 size bins from 0.2 to 26 mm diameter with 1-min time resolution. This study 202 

uses the PIP measurements at Hurricane Ridge in lieu of the PARSIVEL2 because the PIP 203 

operates reliably in strong winds, which occurred frequently at Hurricane Ridge. 204 

iii) Particle Size Distributions (PSDs) 205 

 Rain and snow particle size distributions (PSDs) are computed and analyzed separately. 206 

As in Zagrodnik et al. (2018), the rain PSDs from the PARSIVEL2 were computed following Eq. 207 

(6) of Tokay et al. (2014) using terminal fall velocities from Atlas et al. (1973) and excluded 208 

periods when the instrument detected frozen precipitation or errors due to condensation/water 209 

splashing obstructing the laser optics (Table 1). The PIP rain PSDs came directly from the PIP 210 

software version 1403 described above. This study uses a time interval of 1 min and requires a 211 

minimum of at least 50 particles per minute for 1-min samples to be included. Following 212 

Thompson et al. (2015) and Zagrodnik et al. (2018) the rain PSDs are described using the median 213 

volume diameter (Do) and normalized intercept parameter (Nw) as derived in Testud et al. (2001). 214 

This technique is particularly useful because a given PSD with an approximately gamma 215 

distribution can be characterized using only Do and Nw. Do is computed from the binned PSDs by 216 

determining the two drop size bins in which the cumulative liquid water content reaches 50% 217 

and linearly interpolating between those two bins (Hardin and Guy 2017). Nw is computed using 218 

Do in Eq. (8) of Testud et al. (2001).  219 

The irregular shape of ice particles makes PSD parameterization more difficult for snow 220 

than rain. This study considers histograms of 1-min values of Do, particle concentration, and 221 

maximum diameter (Dmax). Dmax is approximated by the midpoint of the largest bin with at least 222 

one particle. Although the PIP was located on the roof of a ~2.5m tall building, the PSDs at 223 
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Hurricane Ridge could still be contaminated at times by blowing snow or snow falling and 224 

blowing from nearby trees. To mitigate this problem, 1-min PSDs are only retained if the co-225 

located K-band (24 GHz) Micro Rain Radar (MRR) measured reflectivity of > -10 dBZ at 300 m 226 

above the disdrometer. Table 1 shows that the MRR most significantly reduced the sample on 4 227 

December owing to weak shallow echo, which could have been due to tiny snowflakes, blowing 228 

snow, or a combination of both.  229 

c) Soundings 230 

 A Colorado State University Sounding Unit at the NPOL site on the Pacific Coast (Figure 231 

1) obtained rawinsonde soundings during all DC-8 flights. These data from these measurements 232 

were quality controlled following Ciesielski et al. (2014). At least one sounding was launched 233 

during each DC-8 flight, which averaged 4.1 hours of observing time. If multiple soundings were 234 

launched during a flight, the sounding nearest the middle of the flight was used for analysis. 235 

Vertical profiles of moist static stability (𝑁𝑚
2 , Durran and Klemp 1982) were created by linearly 236 

interpolating sounding data to 200 m height intervals and computing 𝑁𝑚
2  over each layer.  237 

3. Synoptic overview and case selection 238 

 Maritime frontal systems have distinct cloud and precipitation features within different 239 

sectors bounded by the warm, cold, and/or occluded fronts (Nagle and Serebreny 1962; Houze et 240 

al. 1976; Matejka et al. 1980; Houze and Hobbs 1982; Medina et al. 2007; Houze et al. 2017; 241 

Zagrodnik et al. 2018). The prefrontal (or early) sector is associated with the initial period of 242 

stratiform precipitation as the warm or occluded front approaches the coast. Warm sectors are 243 

located to the south of the surface low pressure center between the warm front and cold-frontal 244 

zone. Postfrontal sectors are located behind the cold or occluded front in a region of cold 245 
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advection over the relatively warm waters of the Pacific Ocean. As described below, storm 246 

sectors were classified using soundings. The classifications are consistent with PK18, with the 247 

caveat that prefrontal periods in this study can refer to the period prior to a warm or occluded 248 

front. PK18 excluded occluded fronts including 01-02 December and 12 December.    249 

Nine OLYMPEX APR-3 flights produced 37.1 measurement hours, which we have 250 

divided into three categories based on the storm sector in which they occurred. Eight flights were 251 

excluded because of instrumentation problems, limited sampling due to short mission length, 252 

isolated/nonexistent precipitation, or a flight pattern not over the Olympic Mountains. Figure 2 253 

shows the flight tracks divided by storm sector. Colors denote five geographic regions used to 254 

subdivide the data for CFADs: ocean, coast, windward, high terrain, and lee. The DC-8 flew a 255 

remarkably consistent SW-NE orientated ovular ‘racetrack’ pattern covering all five regions, 256 

with occasional deviations. 257 

Table 2 contains the breakdown of APR-3 observation time by geographic region for 258 

each case. An APR-3 profile is defined as a single nadir profile. The 3 December flight had the 259 

shortest flight duration and least number of profiles. The 13 November flight had a small number 260 

of profiles relative to the flight duration because some of the legs extended outside of the study 261 

domain. Eight of the nine missions sampled all five of the geographic regions, except there were 262 

no leeside measurements on 13 November. The ocean was the most sampled of the five regions, 263 

accounting for 29% of the included profiles. The lee side received the least sampling, 10% of the 264 

total. The coast, windward, and high terrain regions each accounted for about one fifth of the 265 

total profiles.  266 

The variability among storm sectors is readily apparent in the infrared satellite images 267 

and overlaid 500 hPa contours shown in Figure 3 from each of the nine flights used in this study. 268 
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The three subsections below describe the synoptic conditions that were used to classify the 269 

flights into prefrontal (top row of Figure 3), warm sector (middle row of Figure 3), and 270 

postfrontal (bottom row of Figure 3) sectors.  271 

a) Prefrontal 272 

 The three prefrontal cases in the top row of Figure 3a-c each contained a broad shield of 273 

–40 ℃ or colder cloud tops covering Western Washington State and the near-coastal waters with 274 

embedded colder cloud tops likely associated with mesoscale elements (Houze et al. 1976; 275 

Hobbs 1978; Matejka et al. 1980). The sounding-derived parameters for each case in Table 3 276 

show that the prefrontal sectors all had low-level flow veering from southeasterly at 925 hPa to 277 

southwesterly at 700 hPa and high static stability in the 950-850 hPa layer, a consequence of 278 

warm advection associated with the approaching warm or occluded front. The hodographs in 279 

Figure 4 and the moist static stability profiles in Figure 5 both confirm stable stratification during 280 

these three prefrontal periods and veering low-level flow in the 1-3 km layer, conditions which 281 

were conducive to blocked or deflected low-level flow. High values of Integrated Vapor 282 

Transport (IVT) (500-600 kg m-1 s-1) and 20-30 m s-1 flow at 925 hPa (Table 3) indicate strong 283 

synoptic-scale forcing. The greatest variability between cases is seen in the melting level height, 284 

as the lower 500 hPa heights and more westerly flow aloft (Figure 3c) suggested a much lower 285 

0°C isotherm on 12 December than in the other two prefrontal cases.   286 

b) Warm Sectors 287 

 The warm sector IR satellite images (Fig. 3d-f, middle row) show a nonuniform, broken 288 

pattern of colder cloud tops in the vicinity of the Olympic Peninsula with approaching banded 289 

clouds to the west or northwest associated with the cold frontal band. Although the soundings 290 

always resembled warm sector conditions, some precipitation associated with the approaching 291 
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frontal band was sampled in this study. Consistent with the alignment of the 500 hPa 292 

geopotential height contours, the 925 hPa wind directions in Table 3 show that the low-level 293 

(925 hPa) flow impinged on the southern side of the Olympic Peninsula on 3 December and the 294 

west-southwest side on 13 November and 8 December. The hodographs (Fig. 4b) show less 295 

veering than the prefrontal sector and the moist static stability profiles (Fig. 5) were fairly close 296 

to moist-neutral at low-levels, especially from 1-4 km. The combination of high melting level (2-297 

3 km), strong IVT (> 500 kg m-1 s-1, Table 3), and moist-neutral stability suggest that all these of 298 

these warm sectors contained corridors of strong horizontal vapor transport commonly referred 299 

to as atmospheric rivers (e.g. Ralph et al. 2004).  300 

c) Postfrontal 301 

 The postfrontal IR satellite images (Fig. 3g-i, bottom row) all show regions of open-302 

cellular convective elements with embedded mesoscale features located along and offshore of the 303 

Washington coast. There is considerable case-to-case variability in the amplitude and position of 304 

the upper-level trough. Variability in the large-scale synoptic environment is reflected by 305 

differences in low-level wind amplitude and direction (Fig. 4c, Table 3). However, the moist 306 

static stability (Fig. 5) profiles were nearly identical: unstable below 1.5 km and close to moist-307 

neutral above 1.5 km. Other commonalities include relatively low melting levels (1-1.4 km, 308 

Table 3), weak IVT (< 400 kg m-1 s-1, Table 3) and weak directional wind shear (Fig. 4c).  309 

4. Results 310 

a) Prefrontal 311 

i) Reflectivity Structure 312 

 313 
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To illustrate examples of some of the features noted below in the statistical distributions, 314 

Figure 6 shows transects of APR-3 Ku-band reflectivity across the full Olympic Mountains 315 

range, one from each storm sector. The prefrontal example (Fig. 6a) shows stratiform 316 

precipitation upstream of the mountains with relatively uniform echo height. The echo tops 317 

sloped downward from the windward to the high terrain and there was a complete loss of 318 

reflectivity over the lee side. The near-surface reflectivity eventually recovered farther 319 

downstream to the northeast of the Olympic Mountains (Fig. 6b).   320 

 All of the APR-3 transects from the three prefrontal periods (as described in Section 2a) 321 

are aggregated into normalized Ku-band reflectivity CFADs in Figure 7 for the full sample (Fig. 322 

7a) and for the five geographic regions shown in Figure 2 (Fig. 7b-e). In general, the mode of 323 

reflectivity decreases at a constant slope with height from 20-30 dBZ at 1 km to ≤ 10 dBZ above 324 

6 km. The outlier contours (10%, 30%) are fairly close to the modal contours (50%, 70%, 90%), 325 

suggesting a narrow distribution that lacks temporal variability. Both of these characteristics 326 

indicate a predominance of a uniform, mature stratiform echo. The one CFAD that deviates from 327 

this pattern is the lee side which had substantially lower reflectivity below 3 km despite 328 

appearing similar to the other regions above 3 km.  329 

 Differences in reflectivity between regions are highlighted in Figure 8, where the coast, 330 

windward, high terrain, and lee normalized CFADs are subtracted from the normalized ocean 331 

CFAD. In general, laterally adjacent positive (red) and negative (blue) contours indicates 332 

intensification or weakening of reflectivity at a particular height level. An area of positive or 333 

negative contours without a corresponding region of the opposite sign indicates a change in the 334 

shape of the distribution as a whole, either a narrowing/broadening or a shift in the mode to a 335 

different height level. In Figure 8b, the rightward shift to a higher frequency of reflectivities 336 
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greater than 20 dBZ and lower frequency of reflectivities below 20 dBZ at levels between 2.5 337 

and 5.0 km indicates modest enhancement of reflectivity over the windward slopes. The high 338 

terrain pattern (Fig. 7e, 8c) is caused by a narrow increase in ~25 dBZ reflectivity below 3 km. 339 

Lee side reflectivities (Fig. 7f, 8d) in the 20-30 dBZ range are diminished most prominently in 340 

the lower levels. Overall, these patterns indicate modest enhancement predominately upstream of 341 

high terrain and rapid diminishment at lower levels on the lee side.  342 

 Figure 9 supplements the CFADs by showing the geographic distribution of the average 343 

height of the 15 dBZ echo top and the coverage of profiles containing at least 15 dBZ reflectivity 344 

at any height in locations with sufficient aircraft coverage. Prefrontal cases experience a very 345 

slight increase in 15 dBZ echo tops over the windward slopes on the south side of the Olympic 346 

Mountains (Figure 9a). Incoming flow may be lifting over the stably stratified lower layer (Fig. 347 

5), leading to higher echo tops upstream of terrain, similar to results shown upstream of other 348 

mountain ranges by Houze et al. (2001) and James and Houze (2005). The discontinuity in the 349 

bright band along the windward slopes in Figure 6a could also be indicating upstream lifting or 350 

possibly blocked cold air in the Quinault Valley (Colle 2004; Smith and Barstad 2004; Minder et 351 

al. 2011).  PK18 showed that terrain-induced gravity waves tilted upstream with height (Durran 352 

1990) contributed to the apparent upstream enhancement. Echo coverage of greater than 15 dBZ 353 

was nearly 100% everywhere during the prefrontal flights except for a sharp decline to less than 354 

25% coverage on the northeast side of the Olympic Mountains (Fig. 9b).  355 

ii) Precipitation Characteristics 356 

Figure 10 shows histograms of 1-min Do and log(Nw) derived from rain PSDs measured 357 

by PARSIVEL2 disdrometers at the Fishery site (solid lines) and Prairie Creek site (dashed 358 

lines). Each case is shown as a separate line. The rain PSDs at the Fishery and Prairie Creek are 359 
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tightly clustered between 1 < Do < 1.5 mm and 3 < log(Nw) m3mm-1 < 4 (Figure 10a,b). This 360 

range is consistent with the “most frequent” PSD regime defined in Zagrodnik et al. (2018) 361 

which was associated with synoptic conditions resembling the prefrontal sector, specifically 362 

stable stratification at low levels and southeasterly 925 hPa winds that do not impinge directly on 363 

the southwesterly-facing terrain. The distributions of Do and Nw show little variability between 364 

cases or sites, consistent with the nearly identical average precipitation rates at the two sites (3.4 365 

mm h-1 at Fishery, 3.3 mm h-1 at Prairie Creek) during the prefrontal cases. Prairie Creek did 366 

favor slightly larger drops than Fishery, possibly a byproduct of the slight enhancement above 367 

the melting level on the windward side seen in Fig. 8b. In general, the prefrontal PSDs represent 368 

characteristic stratiform precipitation dominated by drops of modest size and concentration. 369 

 The snow particle size and number histograms at Hurricane Ridge are shown Figure 11. 370 

The prefrontal snow PSDs (Figure 11, left column) show a surprising amount of case-to-case 371 

variability given the relatively uniform rain PSDs on the windward side. Large concentrations of 372 

small particles dominated on 12 December and almost no particles larger than 6-7 mm diameter 373 

were observed (Fig. 11c,e). The other two prefrontal cases had a greater variety of particle sizes 374 

and concentrations including a longer Dmax tail reaching values of 10-15 mm. Two possible 375 

causes of higher particle concentrations on 12 December are colder temperatures at Hurricane 376 

Ridge (Fig. 11a) and stronger cross-barrier winds at 700 hPa (Table 3), both of which may lead 377 

to turbulent motions which are unfavorable for observing snow aggregates at the surface (Houze 378 

2014). The stronger cross-barrier winds on 12 December may have also advected more particles 379 

over from the windward side, as the 15 dBZ echo tops heights had less decline from windward 380 

side to the high terrain compared to the other two prefrontal cases (not pictured). As a whole, 381 

these three cases suggest that high-terrain snow PSDs tend to be more variable than rain PSDs in 382 
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prefrontal sectors, although the CFADs in Fig. 7 indicate that there are no inherent differences in 383 

reflectivity structure over the high terrain compared with the coast and windward side.   384 

 As a way to summarize the characteristics of the precipitation structure in each storm 385 

sector, Figure 12 provides the average hourly precipitation rate during APR-3 flights at the 386 

various ground sites for the different storm sector cases. The corresponding rain rates at the 387 

disdrometer sites for each case are presented in Table 4. For the prefrontal cases, the average 388 

prefrontal precipitation rates were highest (~3-5 mm h-1) on the coast and the southern side of the 389 

Olympic Mountains (Figure 12a). On the southwest side of the mountains there was minimal 390 

difference in precipitation rate between the coast and the Quinault Valley and neighboring 391 

windward slopes, consistent with the lack of appreciable enhancement in the CFADs (Fig. 8). 392 

Precipitation rates fell off rapidly to 1 mm h-1 or less across the high terrain and lee side.  393 

b) Warm Sectors 394 

i) Reflectivity Structure 395 

The APR-3 transect in Figure 6c,d nicely illustrates some of the key differences between 396 

prefrontal and warm sector reflectivity structures. This example clearly shows deep echo over the 397 

windward and high terrain regions with a secondary enhancement layer around 5 km. The echo 398 

extended to the leeside in spite of the reduction in height of the echo top. The echo on the leeside 399 

was especially pronounced within and above the bright band (3-4 km), suggesting downstream 400 

advection of ice particles that were formed over the terrain.  Reduction of echo was much less 401 

than found for the prefrontal cases (Fig. 6a). The near-surface reflectivity in Figure 6d confirms 402 

the reduced rain shadow relative to the prefrontal example in Figure 6b.  403 

The normalized warm sector CFADs in Figure 13 differ markedly from the prefrontal 404 

CFADs in Figure 7. All of the CFADs have broader distributions then the prefrontal CFADs at 405 
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any given height, suggesting a greater variety of sizes and/or concentrations of hydrometeors. 406 

Rather than a constant slope with height, both the overall modal and outlier contours (Fig. 13a) 407 

have two rightward bulges associated with larger reflectivity: one between 2-3 km associated 408 

with the bright band and the other between 4-6 km associated with a secondary enhancement 409 

layer aloft. A secondary enhancement in the ice layer was previously observed over coastal 410 

terrain in California by Kingsmill et al. (2006), in the Oregon Cascades by Medina et al. (2007), 411 

and in OLYMPEX by McMurdie et al. (2018). Co-located APR-3 and in situ Citation aircraft 412 

observations in the 3 December 2015 case (Chase et al. 2018) showed spherical ice particles and 413 

rimed aggregates within a region of enhanced reflectivity at 4 km elevation. Figure 14 shows that 414 

this secondary enhancement is most pronounced over the windward slopes and high terrain 415 

above the bright band in the 3-6 km layer. 416 

Another noteworthy feature in the warm sector normalized CFADs is the relatively low 417 

height of the modal contours, especially over land (Fig. 13c,d,e,f). The increased frequency of 418 

lower-level reflectivities without accompanying increases at upper-levels suggests the 419 

importance of low-level enhancement processes over terrain. The low-level mode in reflectivity 420 

(>50% contours below 2 km) tends to be relatively weak over the ocean (mode of 10-25 dBZ) 421 

but increases slightly at the coast and especially over terrain. In the windward and high terrain 422 

regions (Fig. 14b,c) the enhancement signature is present throughout the precipitating cloud, 423 

suggesting a juxtaposition of enhancement in both the ice and liquid portions of the precipitating 424 

cloud. The varying role of these precipitation-generating processes was explored in Zagrodnik et 425 

al. (2018) and is further described with disdrometer observations in the next section.  426 

 Unlike the prefrontal sector, the warm sector enhancement signature reaches farther 427 

downstream to the lee side (Fig. 13f, 14d), where more frequent occurrence of stronger 428 
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reflectivities relative to the ocean are seen more prominently below 3 km. The progressive 429 

lowering of the ice enhancement layer from the windward to high terrain to lee regions in Figure 430 

14b,c,d indicates the advection of ice particles by strong cross-barrier winds (Table 3, Figure 4) 431 

originating from the deeper layer of clouds over the windward and high terrain regions. Two of 432 

the three warm sector cases had 700 hPa winds in excess of 30 m s-1 (Table 3). It is possible that 433 

enhanced microphysical growth within the secondary enhancement in the ice layer at 4—6 km 434 

previously discussed could be contributing to the increased downstream spillover in warm 435 

sectors, a postulation supported by the bright band enhancement signature at 2-2.5 km in Fig. 436 

14d. Spillover may also be fostered by reduced lee side descent in warm sectors (PK18).  437 

Maps of 15 dBZ height and coverage corroborate the precipitation processes described 438 

above (Figure 9c, d). Precipitating clouds have relatively low average height and only about 50% 439 

spatial coverage over the ocean and coast in the warm sectors. The maximum height and 440 

coverage of 15 dBZ echo was over 5.5 km and located directly over the Olympic Mountains 441 

range. In warm sectors, complex terrain is responsible for both the enhancement of pre-existing 442 

precipitation as well as the generation of additional and/or stronger precipitating clouds to reach 443 

100% coverage. The precipitating cloud decreases in height downstream of the highest terrain, 444 

but precipitation is advected to the lee side, resulting in 80-100% coverage of >15 dBZ echo over 445 

most of the northeast side of the Olympic Peninsula (Fig. 9b).  446 

ii) Precipitation Characteristics 447 

Compared to the prefrontal sector, the warm sector rain parameter histograms in Figure 448 

10c,d have broader distributions within individual cases, greater case-to-case variability, and 449 

more significant differences between the Fishery and Prairie Creek sites. The 3 December case 450 

bears the closest resemblance to the prefrontal histograms with relatively similar distributions at 451 
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Fishery and Prairie Creek peaking at similar Do and Nw values. In contrast, 13 November and 8 452 

December have broad distributions of Do and Nw with greater differences between Fishery and 453 

Prairie Creek. Table 4 shows that these two cases also featured considerably higher rain rates at 454 

Prairie Creek (14 mm h-1) than Fishery (5 mm h-1) while on 3 December the rain rate at Prairie 455 

Creek was nearly identical to Fishery (~3 mm h-1 at both sites). The main synoptic difference 456 

was the southerly direction of the low-level winds on 3 December (Table 3, Fig. 4b), which does 457 

not favor enhancement of precipitation on the southwest (Quinault) side of the Olympic 458 

Mountains where the ground sites were located. Previous studies show that the direction of the 459 

low-level flow and IVT vector strongly influences the location of heavy precipitation within 460 

atmospheric river events (Neiman et al. 2011, Hecht and Cordeira 2017), by favoring warm 461 

precipitation processes over the low- to mid-elevation windward slopes that are directly 462 

impinged on by the low-level flow (Zagrodnik et al. 2018).  463 

Figure 15 shows the warm sector rain Do and Nw distributions over the high terrain at 464 

Hurricane Ridge. Figure 10 and Figure 15 should not be quantitatively compared because the PIP 465 

and PARSIVEL2 have different sensitivities to small particles. The relative shapes of the 466 

distributions at Hurricane Ridge are narrower than Fishery and Prairie Creek. Also, the 3 467 

December case is not much of an outlier. Instead, all of the distributions closely resemble the 468 

prefrontal rain PSDs on the windward side (Figure 10a,b). In a three-dimensional (dome-shaped) 469 

mountain range like the Olympic Mountains, the low-level flow orientation appears to have a 470 

lesser influence over the high terrain than the windward slopes, thus reducing the difference in 471 

PSD between 3 December and 8 December at Hurricane Ridge. Presumably most of the high 472 

terrain precipitation originated from ice processes above the bright band. The Hurricane Ridge 473 

PSDs may also be reflecting microphysical changes occurring within the spillover process. Two 474 
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possibilities are particle segregation as larger particles preferentially fall out upwind of Hurricane 475 

Ridge and particle breakup as a consequence of the strong cross-barrier flow (Table 3).  476 

 The map of average warm sector precipitation rates (Fig. 12b) shows a sharp increase in 477 

precipitation rates from 1-2 mm h-1 at the coast to a maximum of 8-11 mm h-1 (Fig. 12b) on the 478 

low-to-mid elevation windward slopes. These low rain rates at the coast imply that the 479 

overwhelming majority of warm sector precipitation occurs as a consequence of flow 480 

modification by the Olympic Mountains (Zagrodnik et al. 2018). The variety of PSDs associated 481 

with windward side precipitation implies that, consistent with the CFADs (Fig. 13,14), 482 

orographically enhanced precipitation may originate from particles generated in the ice layer, 483 

liquid layer, or a combination of both.  484 

Modest precipitation rates of 0.4-2.4 mm h-1 were observed on the lee side. While these 485 

precipitation rates are objectively unimpressive, they may contribute an appreciable fraction of 486 

the modest seasonal precipitation totals in the drier lee side. Given the presumed advection and 487 

fallout timescales of ice particles and the progressively lower height of the upper-level 488 

enhancement over the windward, high terrain, and lee side (Fig. 14b-d), ice particles produced 489 

within the secondary enhancement layer are likely falling out farther downstream over the high 490 

terrain and lee side. This often results in equal or greater precipitation rates on the lee slopes than 491 

upstream at the coast (Fig. 12b). Although the PSDs varied by case, the precipitation rate at 492 

Hurricane Ridge was close to 3 mm h-1 in all three warm sectors (Table 4). While some case-to-493 

case variability exists in PSDs at Hurricane Ridge, the degree of variability is far less than the 494 

windward locations that appear to be more strongly influenced by warm precipitation processes.  495 

Another notable feature of Figure 10c,d and Figure 15 is the smaller Do and remarkably 496 

high Nw on 13 November that is present to an extent at all three ground sites, suggesting large 497 
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concentrations of small raindrops that were likely produced by warm precipitation processes 498 

(Zagrodnik et al. 2018). Several pieces of evidence suggest that warm precipitation processes 499 

were dominant in this case. The consistently small Do and high Nw at the Fishery site (Fig. 500 

10c,d), indicates a lack of contribution from stratiform rain forced by the synoptic system, which 501 

produces PSDs closer to those observed in the prefrontal sector (Fig. 10a,b). Additionally, the 15 502 

dBZ echo top height was the lowest of the three warm sector cases over the ocean, coast, 503 

windward side, and high terrain (not shown)2. Despite the apparent lack of ice processes, this 504 

case experienced the highest precipitation rates of any case in this study (Table 4).  505 

b) Postfrontal 506 

i) Radar 507 

 508 
Figure 6e shows an example of how the postfrontal precipitation structures differ from 509 

the other storm sectors. Over the ocean the aircraft observed a shallow, isolated convective cell 510 

with a convective core extending only to about 3 km height. The PPI image (Fig. 6f) shows that 511 

this cell was near the edge of a broad region of isolated convective showers. At the coast, the 512 

precipitation was more stratiform in nature with a well-defined bright band and stronger echoes 513 

remaining relatively shallow. Over terrain, the echoes were broader and somewhat deeper but 514 

also horizontally heterogeneous, suggesting a mix of convective and stratiform type precipitation 515 

with some embedded updrafts.  516 

 The postfrontal CFADs in Figure 16 also have different shapes than both the prefrontal 517 

and warm sector CFADs. The concentration of the modal contours in the lower levels indicates 518 

that postfrontal precipitation is generally shallower and more convective in nature than other 519 

                                                 
2 The DC-8 did not fly over the lee side on 13 November.  
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storm sectors. Postfrontal echo over the ocean was generally weak, 10-20 dBZ, although it 520 

occasionally reached 30-40 dBZ in isolated convective cores below 2 km. 521 

 As the postfrontal precipitation moved from ocean to coast to the windward to the high 522 

terrain (Fig. 16b-e), the modal distribution in the CFADs narrowed and shifted downward and to 523 

the right. The high terrain distribution in particular was dominated by 20-30 dBZ echo below 4 524 

km and very little corresponding echo at higher levels. Compared to the stratiform-dominated 525 

prefrontal CFADs (Fig. 7), the postfrontal high terrain CFAD had a much higher occurrence of 526 

echoes > 20 dBZ above the bright band (located below the 1.5 km bottom of the postfrontal 527 

CFADs, Table 3), suggesting strong but shallow upward motion and robust ice production. 528 

Figure 9e,f confirms that the precipitation broadens in coverage but does not appreciably deepen 529 

over terrain. The 15 dBZ echo tops reached a similar height on average over the ocean, coast, 530 

windward, and high terrain, while the 15 dBZ echo coverage more than doubled from the ocean 531 

to the high terrain.  532 

These statistics suggest that isolated postfrontal convective showers undergo a transition 533 

to broader, more stratiform-like nature as they move from the ocean to the high terrain of the 534 

Olympic Mountains. There are several potential reasons why postfrontal precipitation changes in 535 

character over land: (1) different surface sensible and latent heat fluxes between ocean and land 536 

(Bond and Fleagle 1988, Sikora et al. 2011); (2) the widespread release of conditional instability 537 

as the cells encounter complex terrain (Fig. 5); (3) widespread orographic lifting of near moist 538 

neutral air following release of instability produces stratiform cloud and precipitation between 539 

active convective elements (Cannon et al. 2012). The moist static stability profiles in Figure 5 540 

show that conditional instability is concentrated in the lowest 1.5 km and the profiles are nearly 541 

moist-neutral above 1.5 km. In this environment it is not surprising that the postfrontal 542 
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enhancement of reflectivity over terrain (Fig. 17a-c) occurs mostly below 3 km. The slightly 543 

deeper enhancement at the coast (Fig. 17a) may be a sampling artifact due to the more isolated 544 

nature of postfrontal cells upstream of terrain.  545 

As in other storm sectors, precipitation intensity declines over the lee side in the 546 

postfrontal sector. The leeside CFAD (Fig. 16f) and difference CFAD (Fig. 17d) shows 547 

weakened echo above 3 km relative to the ocean. Figure 9e-f shows a corresponding reduction in 548 

15 dBZ echo height and reduced coverage on the north and northeast portion of the Olympic 549 

Mountains. Some of the precipitation in the leeside CFAD is a result of westerly-component 550 

large-scale flow (Fig. 4c) during two of the three postfrontal cases. In those cases, the northern 551 

side of the Olympic Mountains was not the truly the lee side. Westerly flow allowed shallow 552 

postfrontal cells to move eastward through the Strait of Juan de Fuca rather than transecting the 553 

Olympic Mountains. Still, the reduced precipitation rates on the northern and northeastern side of 554 

the high terrain including at Hurricane Ridge (Fig. 12c) indicates that postfrontal precipitation 555 

that does transect the mountains eventually weakens as it approaches the lee side, where 556 

downward motion occurs aloft.  557 

ii) Precipitation Characterisitcs 558 

Figure 10e,f shows that all three of the postfrontal cases exhibited broad histograms of Do 559 

and Nw at both Fishery and Prairie Creek, although Nw did not reach as high as two of the warm 560 

sector cases. The similarity between the two sites is unsurprising given the postfrontal rain rate 561 

was only 1 mm h-1 higher at Prairie Creek than Fishery (Fig. 12c). Most of the enhancement 562 

between Fishery and Prairie Creek occurred on 13 December (Table 4) and it was mostly a result 563 

of larger Do. The broad distributions are a consequence of the convective nature of postfrontal 564 
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precipitation, a property that is mostly retained at the windward Prairie Creek site despite a 565 

somewhat narrower CFAD distribution in Figure 16d.  566 

The Hurricane Ridge snow parameter histograms in Figure 11b,d,f are also fairly broad, 567 

although not appreciably more so than for the prefrontal sector. The 4 December case had some 568 

very light precipitation that may have included blowing snow (discussed in section 2b). The Do 569 

modes were all around 2.5-3.0 mm. Particle concentrations were fairly high but not beyond what 570 

was observed in the prefrontal sector (Fig. 10f). The most notable aspect of the postfrontal 571 

disdrometer measurements is that all three cases recorded numerous 10-15+ mm diameter 572 

aggregates, especially 13 December which had a mode above 10 mm. Figure 12c shows that the 573 

average postfrontal precipitation rates increased from < 1 mm h-1 at the coast to 2-4 mm h-1 over 574 

the windward slopes and gradually decreased down to 0-2 mm h-1 over the high terrain and lee 575 

side. While the precipitation rates over the high terrain were modest, the low melting levels and 576 

the long duration of some of the postfrontal periods resulted in significant snow accumulation 577 

over the high terrain during OLYMPEX.  578 

6. Conclusions 579 

 This study has examined airborne precipitation radar data, surface precipitation 580 

measurements, and particle size distributions from nine storms passing over the three-581 

dimensional (dome-shaped) Olympic Mountain range during the OLYMPEX field campaign. 582 

The prefrontal, warm sectors, and postfrontal events had distinct synoptic-scale environmental 583 

conditions as reflected in sounding-derived wind and moist static stability profiles (see Sec. 3 584 

and Figs. 4 and 5). Consistent with Zagrodnik et al. (2018) and PK18, the differing synoptic-585 

scale conditions were related to storm sectors. The degree of windward enhancement and leeside 586 

diminishment of precipitation, though always present, varied considerably from case to case. The 587 
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dynamical and microphysical mechanisms by which the pre-existing precipitation was modified 588 

by terrain depended on the airflow and stability properties of the incoming air mass and nature of 589 

the preexisting precipitation forced by the frontal cyclone prior to landfall. We documented the 590 

following processes in each storm sector: 591 

a) Prefrontal 592 
 593 

Prefrontal precipitation contained a predominance of a uniform, mature stratiform echo 594 

both over ocean and over terrain with little time variance in reflectivity and particle size 595 

distributions on the windward side of the barrier. Deeper echoes and modest enhancement of 596 

mid-level reflectivity were observed over the windward slopes along with a corresponding slight 597 

increase in precipitation totals. The stably stratified prefrontal storm environment encouraged 598 

mid-level lifting upstream of the barrier near the coast and suppressed low-level lift on the 599 

windward slopes. Echo tops declined beginning over the high terrain and low-level reflectivity 600 

diminished considerably in the lee, resulting in a nearly complete rain shadow on the northeast 601 

side of the Olympic Mountains.  602 

b) Warm sectors 603 

Warm sectors featured deep and intense enhancement of reflectivity above, within, and 604 

below the melting level over both the windward slopes and high terrain. The composition and 605 

intensity of warm sector precipitation was not uniform but rather was highly variable in both in 606 

the upstream clouds over the ocean and on the windward slopes. The two cases where the low-607 

level flow aligned with the southwest-facing Quinault valley resulted in the greatest 608 

enhancement of precipitation on the lower-windward slopes, consistent with descriptions of 609 

atmospheric rivers by Neiman et al. (2017) and Zagrodnik et al. (2018). Warm precipitation 610 
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processes made an appreciable contribution to the enhancement, as evidenced by PSDs favoring 611 

high drop concentrations (high Nw) in the two cases with southwesterly flow. In contrast to 612 

prefrontal periods, even the leeside precipitation was enhanced within and below the bright band, 613 

suggesting a spillover of frozen hydrometeors from higher levels over the windward side and 614 

high terrain. The spillover was facilitated by strong cross-barrier winds advecting ice particles 615 

that were produced upstream over terrain possibly from enhanced ice particle growth within the 616 

secondary reflectivity maximum at 4-5 km. Particle size data at Hurricane Ridge showed that the 617 

advected precipitation was rather homogeneous and lacked the undulations in particle size and 618 

concentration that occurred at the windward sites.  619 

c) Postfrontal 620 

 Postfrontal precipitation was predominantly isolated and convective in nature over ocean. 621 

Over land, it transitioned to a broader and more widespread stratiform echo while retaining 622 

intense cores, characteristic of embedded convection. The surface rain and snow particle size 623 

distributions were correspondingly variable, consistent with the precipitation being a mixture of 624 

convective and stratiform. Precipitation totals were enhanced on the windward side and over the 625 

high terrain and diminished on the lee side, although moisture flowing from west to east through 626 

the Strait of Juan de Fuca appeared to reduce the degree to which the echo was diminished below 627 

3 km. 628 

d) Implications   629 

The enhancement of rain on the windward sides and drying on lee sides of west coastal 630 

mountain ranges are of utmost importance for hydrologic, climatic, and weather forecasting 631 

applications. The results of this study show how the processes controlling the pattern of 632 

enhancement and diminishment of precipitation over a nearly circular three-dimensional coastal 633 
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mountain barrier is highly sensitive to synoptic-scale properties of landfalling frontal cyclones. 634 

The OLYMPEX cases described in this study and in PK18 exhibit stronger rain shadows in the 635 

prefrontal period and weaker rain shadows in warm sectors. The dome shape of the Olympic 636 

Mountains is not conductive to prefrontal cold air trapping in the lee, allowing for descent and 637 

corresponding diminishment of echo in the lower levels of the lee (Figs. 6a and 7a). This study 638 

suggests that outside of the postfrontal sector, an important mechanism producing leeside 639 

precipitation is downstream spillover of ice particles formed in deep clouds directly over the 640 

Olympic Mountains. The degree of diminishment on the leeside of the three-dimensional range is 641 

thus partially controlled by the synoptic-scale processes conducive to producing such spillover.  642 

On the windward side, OLYMPEX data show that varying contributions of liquid and 643 

ice-phase microphysical processes between storm sectors and geographic regions are responsible 644 

for the observed precipitation patterns (Zagrodnik et al. 2018). Model simulations in PK18 645 

required ‘seeding’ by background precipitation of at least 0.5 mm h-1 to sufficiently enhance 646 

precipitation over the windward slopes. OLYMPEX ground-based data in warm sectors show 647 

that upstream precipitation at the coast largely exceeded this rate (Fig. 12b). However, the 648 

relatively small median particle sizes observed during warm sectors (Fig. 10c) indicate that 649 

growth by collection of cloud water by ice particles is not necessarily the dominant enhancement 650 

mechanism. Rather, the consistently high drop concentrations on the lower-windward slopes 651 

(Fig. 10d) suggest that warm rain processes make a significant contribution to the high 652 

precipitation rates observed upstream of the interior high terrain. It follows that the complexity 653 

and variability of precipitation over the Olympic Mountains is not adequately explained by 654 

paradigms such as the “seeder-feeder” mechanism (Bergeron 1968) or bifurcation into bright 655 

band and non-bright band rain (White et al. 2003). Lifting over complex terrain modifies both 656 
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the lower-level warm processes and the upper-level ice processes, often concurrently. The lifting 657 

over the terrain moreover varies with the differences in synoptic/dynamic conditions in different 658 

storm sectors. Different precipitation patterns result depending on which processes are dominant 659 

in the portion of the synoptic scale storm passing over the mountains.  660 
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Tables 

 
 

  Fishery Prairie Creek Hurricane Ridge 

Case Category 
Sample 

size 
(min) 

% 
Good 
data 

% > 50 
particles/ 

min 

% 
Good 
data 

% > 50 
particles/ 

min 

% 
Good 
data 

% > 50 
particles/ 

min 

% 
MRR 
>  -
10 

dBZ 
2015 Dec 

01-02 
Prefrontal 239 100 100 100 100 99 81 79 

2015 Dec 
05 

Prefrontal 238 100 100 100 100 100 98 95 

2015 Dec 
12 

Prefrontal 309 100 100 47 47 99 94 85 

2015 Nov 
13 

Warm 
Sector 305 75 73 100 100 94 86 n/a 

2015 Dec 
03 

Warm 
Sector 127 100 90 100 92 100 100 100 

2015 Dec 
08 

Warm 
Sector 292 100 93 100 100 100 98 98 

2015 Dec 
04 

Postfrontal 201 61 46 71 50 84 71 43 

2015 Dec 
10 

Postfrontal 257 92 63 89 62 100 100 98 

2015 Dec 
13 

Postfrontal 243 82 53 97 89 100 100 89 

 
Table 1: Sample sizes and data quality statistics from the three disdrometer sites used in this 
study. At Fishery and Prairie Creek (PARSIVEL2 sites), good data includes minutes where the 
disdrometer was functional and reporting rain with no error codes. For Hurricane Ridge (PIP and 
MRR site), snow is considered good data and the rightmost column additionally constrains the 
dataset to minutes when the MRR reflectivity at 300 m above the site was > -10 dBZ. The MRR 
was not functioning during the 2015 Nov 13 event.  
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Case Category 

APR-3 
Start 
Time 

(UTC) 

APR-3 
End Time 

(UTC) 

# APR-3 
Profiles 

% 
Ocean 

% 
Coast 

 

% 
Windward 

 

% High 
Terrain 

 

% 
Lee 

 

2015 
Dec 1-

2 
Prefrontal 2126 0124 7426 13.6 12.2 10.6 15.8 12.3 

2015 
Dec 5 Prefrontal 1421 1818 6873 8.6 10.8 13.4 13.8 19.0 

2015 
Dec 
12 

Prefrontal 1611 2119 7653 13.1 16.3 11.2 11.2 17.2 

2015 
Nov 
13 

Warm 
Sector 1417 1921 5179 12.3 10.3 12.7 4.6 0.0 

2015 
Dec 3 

Warm 
Sector 1443 1649 3027 2.9 5.6 6.0 7.4 6.2 

2015 
Dec 8 

Warm 
Sector 1333 1824 6356 10.9 9.7 12.0 12.0 11.9 

2015 
Dec 4 Postfrontal 1330 1650 6471 12.3 12.7 12.1 9.9 7.7 

2015 
Dec 
10 

Postfrontal 1513 1929 7017 15.3 11.5 10.7 11.7 9.9 

2015 
Dec 
13 

Postfrontal 1413 1815 6845 10.9 10.8 11.2 13.7 15.9 

 
Table 2: Characteristics of each of the 9 cases included in this study, including storm sector, 
flight times, the number of APR-3 vertical profiles, and the percent of profiles observed in each 
geographic sector. The percent values are computed with respect to the full sample in each 
geographic sector so that the columns add up to 100%. 
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Case Category 
NPOL 

Sounding 
(UTC) 

IVT 
(kg m-1 

s-1) 

Melting 
Level 
(m) 

925 
hPa 

speed 
(m s-1) 

925 
direction 

(deg) 

700 
hPa 

speed 
(m s-1) 

700 hPa 
direction 

(deg) 

950-
850 
hPa 

𝑁𝑚
2  x 

10−4 
2015 
Dec 
1-2 

Prefrontal 2317 500 2103 23.3 166 17.6 218 1.06 

2015 
Dec 5 Prefrontal 1514 560 2031 30.3 160 18.3 216 0.98 

2015 
Dec 
12 

Prefrontal 1914 529 879 21.1 158 28.1 234 1.31 

2015 
Nov 
13 

Warm 
Sector 1632 575 2583 22.0 240 19.0 250 0.19 

2015 
Dec 3 

Warm 
Sector 1516 784 2150 26.2 172 33.3 203 -0.21 

2015 
Dec 8 

Warm 
Sector 1515 815 2769 52.2 214 32.3 231 0.64 

2015 
Dec 4 Postfrontal 1517 99 1219 8.8 235 11.5 256 -0.68 

2015 
Dec 
10 

Postfrontal 1736 393 1344 24.8 233 23.1 233 -0.82 

2015 
Dec 
13 

Postfrontal 1516 187 1027 15.1 289 17.0 265 -0.47 

 
 
Table 3: Synoptic parameters derived from soundings launched at the NPOL radar site shown in 
Figure 1a for each case. 
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Case Category 
Fishery rain rate 
(mm h-1) 

Prairie Creek 
rain rate (mm h-

1) 

Hurricane Ridge 
rain rate (mm h-

1) 
2015 Dec 1-2 Prefrontal 1.5 3.3 0.2 
2015 Dec 5 Prefrontal 3.5 3.1 1.0 
2015 Dec 12 Prefrontal 3.6 3.6 0.7 
2015 Nov 13 Warm Sector 6.2 14.1 3.1 
2015 Dec 3 Warm Sector 2.7 3.0 3.3 
2015 Dec 8 Warm Sector 4.0 13.1 3.1 
2015 Dec 4 Postfrontal 0.6 0.5 0.1 
2015 Dec 10 Postfrontal 2.7 2.7 1.8 
2015 Dec 13 Postfrontal 1.7 3.7 1.1 

 
Table 4: Average precipitation rate (mm h-1) at the three disdrometer sites (see Fig. 2 for 
locations) for the nine cases described in this study.  
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Figure Captions 

 
Figure 1: Terrain and annual precipitation of the Olympic Peninsula: (a) Topographic map; (b) 
Estimated annual precipitation (mm) from the PRISM model over the 1981-2010 time period. 
Disdrometer and sounding site locations used in this study are indicated with diamonds in both 
panels and named in (a).  
 
Figure 2: Maps of DC-8 flight tracks colored by geographic region for (a) prefrontal, (b) warm 
sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases. Diamonds denote the locations of the NPOL sounding launches 
and the three disdrometer sites used in this study. 
 
Figure 3: GOES West infrared imagery (filled contours, ℃) and North American Regional 
Reanalysis (NARR) 500 hPa heights (m, blue contours) for the closest NARR analysis time for 
the nine cases listed in Table 2: (a) 0000 UTC 02 December 2015; (b) 1500 UTC 05 December 
2015; (c) 1800 UTC 12 December 2015; (d) 1500 UTC 13 November 2015; (e) 1500 UTC 03 
December 2015; (f) 1500 UTC 08 December 2015; (g) 1500 UTC 04 December 2015; (h) 1800 
UTC 10 December 2015; (i) 1500 UTC 13 December 2015.   
 
Figure 4: Hodographs of the (a) prefrontal, (b) warm sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases from the 
NPOL soundings in Table 3. Rings are in increments of 10 m s-1. X’s indicate the lowest level 
and dots are placed at 1 km height intervals from 1-5 km.  
 
Figure 5: Vertical profiles of moist static stability (𝑁𝑚

2  x 10−4) derived from the NPOL 
soundings for each of the 9 cases detailed in Table 3. The green profiles are for the prefrontal 
cases, red for the warm sector cases and blue for the postfrontal cases. 
 
Figure 6: Time-height cross sections of APR-3 Ku reflectivity (left column) and flight track 
maps (right column) for (a-b) 2015 December 02, (c-d) 2015 December 08, and (e-f) 2015 
December 10. Composited Plan Position Indicator (PPI) scans of reflectivity at 0.5° azimuth 
from the Langley Hill (KLGX) and Whidbey Island (KATX) radars are included in the right 
column. The times in the left column match the black dots in the right column with the “X” 
denoting the starting time of the cross-section. Colored diamonds denote the disdrometer site 
locations as in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 7: Prefrontal Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFADs) of APR-3 Ku-band 
reflectivity for (a) all geographic regions and (b-f) the five geographic regions denoted in Figure 
2. The CFADs are normalized where each frequency is divided by the maximum overall 
frequency and contours represent the frequency of occurrence relative to the maximum absolute 
frequency. Thick black lines at 4 km and 20 dBZ are for reference. Heights are relative to sea 
level.  
 
Figure 8: Prefrontal difference CFADs computed by subtracting the ocean CFAD in Figure 7b 
from the (a) coast, (b) windward, (c) high terrain, and (d) lee side CFADs. Contours represent the 
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frequency difference between the two geographic regions. Thick lines at 4 km and 20 dBZ are 
for reference. 
 
Figure 9: Gridded maps (0.2° x 0.2°) of APR-3 Ku-band average 15 dBZ echo top height (km, 
left column) and frequency of greater than 15 dBZ reflectivity at any height level (percent, right 
column) for (a-b) prefrontal, (c-d) warm sectors, and (e-f) postfrontal cases. The dots in the left 
column represent grid boxes with statistically different means than the average (one-sample t-
test, 95% confidence).  
 
Figure 10: Histograms of 1-min Do (left column) and Nw (right column) measured by 
PARSIVEL2 disdrometers at Fishery (solid lines) and Prairie Creek (dashed lines) for (a-b) 
prefrontal, (c-d) warm sectors, and (e-f) postfrontal cases.  
 
Figure 11: Histograms of 1-min Do (top row), particle concentration (middle row), and Dmax 
(bottom row) measured by a PIP disdrometer at Hurricane Ridge for snowing events during 
prefrontal (left column) and postfrontal (right column) cases.  
 
Figure 12: Average precipitation rate (mm h-1) at various ground sites during the (a) prefrontal, 
(b) warm sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases. 
 
Figure 13: As in Figure 7 except for warm sectors.  
 
Figure 14: As in Figure 8 except for warm sectors. 
 
Figure 15: Histograms of 1-min Do (left column) and Nw (right column) measured at Hurricane 
Ridge during raining events for warm sector cases.  
 
Figure 16: As in Figure 7 except for postfrontal periods.  
 
Figure 17: As in Figure 8 except for postfrontal periods. 
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Figure 1: Terrain and annual precipitation of the Olympic Peninsula: (a) Topographic map; (b) 
Estimated annual precipitation (mm) from the PRISM model (Daly et al. 2008) over the 1981-
2010 time period. Disdrometer and sounding site locations used in this study are indicated with 
diamonds in both panels and named in (a).  
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Figure 2: Maps of DC-8 flight tracks colored by geographic region for (a) prefrontal, (b) warm 
sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases. Diamonds denote the locations of the NPOL sounding launches 
and the three disdrometer sites used in this study. 
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Figure 3: GOES West infrared imagery (filled contours, ℃) and North American Regional 
Reanalysis (NARR) 500 hPa heights (m, blue contours) for the closest NARR analysis time for 
the nine cases listed in Table 2: (a) 0000 UTC 02 December 2015; (b) 1500 UTC 05 December 
2015; (c) 1800 UTC 12 December 2015; (d) 1500 UTC 13 November 2015; (e) 1500 UTC 03 
December 2015; (f) 1500 UTC 08 December 2015; (g) 1500 UTC 04 December 2015; (h) 1800 
UTC 10 December 2015; (i) 1500 UTC 13 December 2015.   
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Figure 4: Hodographs of the (a) prefrontal, (b) warm sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases from the 
NPOL soundings in Table 3. Rings are in increments of 10 m s-1. X’s indicate the lowest level 
and dots are placed at 1 km height intervals from 1-5 km.  
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Figure 5: Vertical profiles of moist static stability (𝑁𝑚

2  x 10−4 𝑠−2) derived from the NPOL 
soundings for each of the 9 cases detailed in Table 3. The green profiles are for the prefrontal 
cases, red for the warm sector cases and blue for the postfrontal cases. 
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Figure 6: Time-height cross sections of APR-3 Ku reflectivity (left column) and flight track 
maps (right column) for (a-b) 2015 December 02, (c-d) 2015 December 08, and (e-f) 2015 
December 10. Composited Plan Position Indicator (PPI) scans of reflectivity at 0.5° azimuth 
from the Langley Hill (KLGX) and Whidbey Island (KATX) radars are included in the right 
column. The times in the left column match the black dots in the right column with the “X” 
denoting the starting time of the cross-section. Colored diamonds denote the disdrometer site 
locations as in Figure 1. 
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Figure 7: Prefrontal contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFADs) of APR-3 Ku-band 
reflectivity for all geographic regions (a) and the five geographic regions (b-f) denoted in Figure 
2. The CFADs are normalized where each frequency is divided by the maximum overall 
frequency and contours represent the frequency of occurrence relative to the maximum absolute 
frequency. Thick black lines at 4 km and 20 dBZ are for reference. Heights are relative to sea 
level.  
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Figure 8: Prefrontal difference CFADs computed by subtracting the ocean CFAD in Figure 7b 
from the (a) coast, (b) windward, (c) high terrain, and (d) lee side CFADs. Contours represent the 
frequency difference between the two geographic regions. Thick lines at 4 km and 20 dBZ are 
for reference. 
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Figure 9: Gridded maps (0.2° x 0.2°) of APR-3 Ku-band average 15 dBZ echo top height (km, 
left column) and frequency of greater than 15 dBZ reflectivity at any height level (percent, right 
column) for (a-b) prefrontal, (c-d) warm sectors, and (e-f) postfrontal cases. The dots in the left 
column represent grid boxes with statistically different means than the average (one-sample t-
test, 95% confidence interval).  
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Figure 10: Histograms of 1-min Do (left column) and Nw (right column) measured by 
PARSIVEL2 disdrometers at Fishery (solid lines) and Prairie Creek (dashed lines) for (a-b) 
prefrontal, (c-d) warm sectors, and (e-f) postfrontal cases.  
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Figure 11: Histograms of 1-min Do (top row), particle concentration (middle row), and Dmax 
(bottom row) measured by a PIP disdrometer at Hurricane Ridge for snowing events during 
prefrontal (left column) and postfrontal (right column) cases.  
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Figure 12: Average precipitation rate (mm h-1) at various ground sites during the (a) prefrontal, 
(b) warm sectors, and (c) postfrontal cases. 
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Figure 13: As in Figure 7 except for warm sector cases.  
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Figure 14: As in Figure 8 except for warm sector cases.  
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Figure 15: Histograms of 1-min Do (left column) and Nw (right column) measured at Hurricane 
Ridge during raining events for warm sector cases.  
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Figure 16: As in Figure 7 except for postfrontal cases.  
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Figure 17: As in Figure 8 except for postfrontal cases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




